Introduction
Setting a new standard in compact cashless self-checkout kiosks, the new U-Scan® Mini-Express™ self-checkout station is up to 40% smaller than cash dispensing self-checkout units; the state-of-the-art design of the U-Scan Mini-Express kiosk allows retailers to fit nearly twice as many units in a desired space.

Challenges
The space at the front of a store is always at a premium, whether it’s in a large supermarket in the suburbs or a compact urban store. Everyone is asking, “How can we increase our level of service; how do we get more people through our checkout lanes faster, and still provide the same level of service?” Self-checkout. The size of a typical self-checkout unit is only half that of a regular checkout lane, this means that the even smaller footprint of the U-Scan Mini-Express self-checkout kiosk frees up even more of that precious in-store real estate.

How we can help
Introducing the U-Scan Mini-Express 40% smaller than a traditional full-cash self-checkout lane, the U-Scan Mini-Express self-checkout kiosk optimizes your front-end options. Designed for card-only, cashless transactions, the U-Scan Mini-Express kiosk has few equipment failures and interventions, since it has fewer moving parts. The compact design allows retailers to place many more self-checkout (SCO) units in a desired space. Retailers are installing these in their stores across North America as express lanes and well-merchandised checkout options, improving the customer experience, driving more customer traffic through self-checkout, and reducing costs.

Benefits
Self-Service solution
Customers self-scan their items at the SCO using the Scanner or Scanner Scale. When customers complete their scanning, they make the payment using the attached Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) device, and a receipt is issued.

Great scanning coverage
The forward positioning of the Scanner or Scanner Scale on the Mini-Express station allows these devices to read barcodes from just about any angle in front of the scanner.

Choose your Scanner Scale
U-Scan Mini-Express stations support multiple Scanner and Scanner Scale devices, so customers are free to choose the Scanner or Scanner Scale model they want. This gives retailers complete control to use the same Scanner Scale models as their regular checkouts.

Easy to service
The flexible design of the U-Scan Mini-Express station features easy Scanner Scale installation or removal, and permits independent Scanner Scale leveling, and they can feel confident in knowing that an easily-leveled Scanner Scale helps ensure accurate weight readings.

Modular configuration
With the U-Scan Mini-Express station, stores have the option of multiple Security Scale configurations for large and small orders; 1, 2, and 4 bag configurations are supported, or leave out the bag scale and the U-Scan Mini-Express is a free-standing payment kiosk.

Small footprint, user-friendly
There are significant space improvements over traditional checkout and SCO. The U-Scan
Mini-Express kiosk is also very user-friendly, providing simple transaction flows with easy-to-follow on-screen buttons that guide customers through the simple checkout process.

Lower Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
The U-Scan Mini-Express stations is an inexpensive self-checkout solution that features low maintenance costs, along with reduced labor costs because there is no requirement for cash replenishing or accounting. The U-Scan Mini-Express kiosk has few moving parts, which results in a longer life without the need for repair.

Business benefits
U-Scan Mini-Express stations deliver a number of key business benefits: an enhanced customer experience, a reduction in queues, more available time for value-added activities, increased revenue as customer retention levels rise, and short delivery lead times.

With the new smaller size, more SCO units can fit in a single store, contributing to greater overall customer flow. Four U-Scan Mini-Express units can fit in the space of one regular POS lane, which gives stores more flexible layout choices as well as more space for merchandising and advertising. Its sleek modern design will enhance any decor.

Major components
- Fujitsu TeamPOS® 7000 A-Series All In One (AIO)
  - Intel® CPU (Haswell)
  - 4 GB RAM
  - 500 GB Hard Disk - incorporated 15-inch PCAP (projected capacitive) touch screen
  - Multiple powered and unpowered USB and serial ports
  - Easy to service (swing out hinge), change connections, or replace
  - Touch display
- Scanning
  - High performance imaging via default Bioptic Scanner Scale or optional Vertical scanner.
- Printing
  - High speed 3.15 in. (80mm) receipt printer
  - Sliding printer tray makes the printer easy to access
- Payment
  - EFT pinpad and card reader can be mounted on the left or right side
  - Top-mounted Scanner Scale Pole Display (Canada)
- Signal Tower
  - High bright 3-lens signal tower on mounted pole
- Casing
  - Slim casing features ergonomic placement of Scanner Scale and bag scale, with eye-pleasing contours that will enhance any retail decor.
  - Available in the Fujitsu Ocean Black color scheme.
- Bagging Scale
  - Optional Bag Scale, left, right or front attach: connect one or more bag scale modules for increased capacity
- Assist Shelf
  - Optional Assist shelf that can be attached on the left or right
- Installation
  - Secure self-standing on a strong support base; through-base fixing bolts (optional)
- Customer-Specific Configuration
  - Customer configurations and accessories subject to confirmation

Technical Details
- Operating System
  - Microsoft® Windows® Embedded POSReady 7 or POSReady 2009
- Audio
  - Internal audio amplifier and front-mounted dual speakers provide high quality sound at volume levels that are well suited to a store environment
- Network
  - LAN (standard)
- Power Supply
  - 120 V AC
- Operating Environment
  - Temperature: 32° to 104° F (0° to 40° C)
- Dimensions (Bioptic model)
  - U-Scan Mini-Express with Side-Mounted 2-Bag Scale: H x W x D: 49.5 x 41.5 x 25.2 in. (1,258.3 x 1,054.9 x 640 mm)
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Point-of-Sale Peripherals
Fujitsu offers a full range of peripherals designed for ultimate serviceability and manageability. We’ve combined user-friendly design with best-of-breed hardware to create the components you need to keep your operations running smoothly.

Point-of-Sale Hardware
Fujitsu point-of-service solutions come in a variety of form factors including compact all-in-one and traditional POS controllers. All are highly configurable to ensure the ideal feature/functionality/price fit for each retailer’s unique requirements. TeamPoS® systems meet the demanding needs of today’s store operations, from standalone point-of-sale to mission-critical applications.

Self-Checkout Systems
The U-Scan SCO line offers retailers flexibility, scalability, reliability, and usability. Advanced features of U-Scan Genesis® SCO include ATM-style “follow me” LED lighting, and “above scanner” bill and coin accepting/dispensing. U-Scan Mini-Express and Fujitsu Impulse™ stations offer sleek design, smaller footprint, card-only options.

More Information
To learn more about Fujitsu PRIMERGY products, please contact your Fujitsu sales representative or Fujitsu Business partner, or visit our website.
http://solutions.us.fujitsu.com/

Disclaimer
Technical data are subject to modification and delivery subject to availability. Any liability that the data and illustrations are complete, actual or correct is excluded. Designations may be trademarks and/or copyrights of the respective manufacturer, the use of which by third parties for their own purposes may infringe the rights of such owner.

Fujitsu green policy innovation
Fujitsu Green Policy Innovation is our worldwide project for reducing burdens on the environment. Using our global know-how, we aim to resolve issues of environmental energy efficiency through IT. Please find further information at:
www.fujitsu.com/global/about/environment/
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